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Though her specialty is foreign cyberterrorism, CIA agent Kera Mersal finds herself plunged into a bizarre
domestic case. Singers, writers, and artists are disappearing, leaving no trace in a world where everyone
leaves a digital footprint. Posing as a journalist, Kera attempts to track the artists’ last-known movements.

On a hunt that takes her from the underground art scene to a rogue domestic spying program, Kera finds her
investigation on a deadly collision course with ONE Corp., the world’s largest multimedia conglomerate. As
she’s drawn deeper into the investigation, she discovers that an enigmatic young ad exec, a wealthy playboy,
and a mysterious website may connect the missing artists and ONE’s growing power. And with each
discovery comes confirmation of a terrifying truth—no one’s secrets are safe.

A smartly suspenseful and timely thriller, End of Secrets dives into the depths of our culture’s two most
relentless obsessions: entertainment and profit.
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From reader reviews:

Peter Hudson:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the name End of Secrets
suitable to you? The book was written by popular writer in this era. Typically the book untitled End of
Secretsis the main one of several books which everyone read now. That book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimension that you ever know
before. The author explained their idea in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to comprehend the
core of this guide. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. In order to see the
represented of the world within this book.

John Stanley:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, small story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not attempting End of Secrets that give
your pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can
be said as the opportinity for people to know world far better then how they react towards the world. It can't
be stated constantly that reading practice only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to
possibly be success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you can pick
End of Secrets become your personal starter.

Daniel Trimble:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information much easier to
share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon.
You can view that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to
you personally is End of Secrets this publication consist a lot of the information in the condition of this world
now. This specific book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer
require to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some exploration when he makes this book.
Honestly, that is why this book appropriate all of you.

Abigail Shelton:

You can obtain this End of Secrets by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it might
to be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only
through written or printed but can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era including now,
you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
own personal ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose right ways for you.
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